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Enzymes play a crucial role in odour removal due to their ability to break down organic compounds 
and eliminate odour-causing molecules. They are highly effective in targeting and neutralizing the 
source of odours, making them an essential component in many odour neutralizers.

Here are a few reasons why enzymes are so crucial in odour removal:

By harnessing the power of enzymes, odour neutralizers can effectively eliminate
odours at their source, providing long-lasting freshness and improved indoor 
air quality. Swish offers a variety of bio-enzymatic products as well as 
concentrated odour neutralizers and space sprays.

Let our experts help recommend the right ones for your smelliest of tasks.

ENZYMES
NATURE’S ODOUR REMOVERS

1. TARGETED:  
They are highly specific and target specific types of odour-causing molecules 
• Protease > breaks down proteins causing odours from organic waste or food. 
• Lipase > targets fats and oils that create unpleasant smells. 

2. FAST-ACTING & LONG-LASTING: 
• Accelerate the breakdown of odour-causing substances by catalyzing chemical reactions. 
• Eliminate odours at the molecular level, providing long-lasting results instead of temporary masking. 

3. NATURAL AND BIODEGRADABLE:  
• Considered safer because they are biodegradable, environmentally responsible and 
   naturally occurring. 

4. VERSATILE 
• Effectively target various odours, including those caused by organic waste, pet accidents, 
   food, smoke, and more. 
• Suitable for multiple indoor settings, such as homes, offices, and public spaces. 

5. NON-TOXIC & SAFE 
• Bio-enzymes are non-toxic, safe for humans and animals, and do not release harmful fumes or 
   irritate the respiratory system. 
• Provide an environmentally friendly and sustainable alternative to chemical-based air fresheners 
   that can contain dangerous ingredients
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FEATURED PRODUCTS

Swish is Canada’s source for quality cleaning supplies and equipment. 

We help businesses small and large develop cost and health effective cleaning programs. Customers and employees can feel 
confident in the safety of your facilities. If you are looking for a single-source supplier with best-in-class products and technologies, 
we can help you develop custom programs that scale with you - no matter how big the job. Our national team and distribution 
network are ready to support your organization from training to planned maintenance.

Connect with a Swish expert today.
ONLINE swish.ca    CALL 1-855-467-9474

SWISH® AROMX™ 
35 BIO-ENZYMATIC ODOUR DIGESTOR
Formulated with a synergistic blend of specialized 
strains of bacteria, Aromx 35 digests organic matter 
to reduce foul odours in your facility. It contains bil-
lions of enzymes to remove odours in urinals, toilets, 
drains, and traps, and is also effective for removing 
organic stains on carpets, upholstery, and fabrics.

SKU #8935-1 | Supplier Product Code #8935-6
946 ml

ENVIRO-SOLUTIONS ES200
BIO-ACTIVE TREATMENT FOR 
DRAINS & DRAIN LINES
Formulated for the treatment of drains and drain 
lines in restaurants and commercial establishments. 
Its tensioactive agents assure optimal performance 
even in tough conditions, to prevent accumulation 
and clogging.

SKU #ES200-1 | Supplier Product Code #ES200-6
946 ml


